N-230
All-Purpose, Non-Water-Miscible Blanket and Roller Wash

Description

Directions

Nova N-230 is formulated without surfactants for use when
water-miscibility is not required or in conditions such as roller
stripping, plate blinding, and fountain contamination from
surfactant build-up. It has a KB value of 55 and quickly
removes ink and varnish residues.

Blankets: Apply N-230 directly with a rag. Wipe
blanket in a back and forth motion. Wipe clean with
a clean rag.
Rollers: Apply N-230 to top roller and allow wash to
work into the roller train. Engage wash-up blade.
Continue to apply small portions of N-230 to the
rollers until clean.

Product Need and Usage
Though water-miscible solvents provide advantages in the
cleaning process of blankets and rollers, there can be
disadvantages as well. If not handled properly, surfactants in
water-miscible washes can build up on rollers and
contaminate the dampening. Using a non-water-miscible
wash is sometimes best for avoiding the potential of
surfactant contamination which can cause stripping and
blinding. N-230 is recommended for the cleaning of
integrated ink and dampening systems.

Features

Technical Specifications

* Economical.

Drying Speed

Medium

Water-Miscible

No

* Non-damaging – will not harm rollers or blankets.

Flash Point (° F TCC)

107

* High solvency – cleans efficiently and prevents build-up of
glaze.

VOC (lb/gal method 24)

6.73

* Non-water-miscible – Will not leave any surfactant residue
or contamination.

Vapor Pressure (mm HG)

2.94

* Will not contribute to roller stripping, plate blinding, or
fountain contamination.

Odor/Fragrance

Medium / Sweet
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